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Act of Bias Sparks
Awareness
Jolie Higazi
Staff Writer

An investigation is continuing in the case of graffiti written on a locker room
door threatening a gay student on Oct. 24, authorities
said. While police are sorting through possible leads,
other groups and organizations on campus are working to spread awareness on
the issue of intolerance.
An all-campus e-mail was

President Cole walks students to the polling site at the Bradford School.

Deanna Rosa
Assistant News Editor

The results are in: Corey
Booker, the Democratic
candidate, beat out Republican candidate Jeff Bell
and joined Bob Menendez
to represent New Jersey in
the Senate. For the House
of Representatives, New
Jersey is now equally represented from each party.
Out of the 12 congressional

Observation
Without

districts, six voted in a Republican and six voted in a
Democrat.
In order of district number, the following are New
Jersey’s members of the
House of Representatives:
Democrat Donald Norcross, Republican Frank
LoBiondo, Republican Tom
MacArthur,
Republican
Chris Smith, Republican
Scott Garret, Democrat
Frank Pallone, Republican

Photo courtesy of Mike Peters.

Leonard Lance, Democrat
Albio Sires, Democrat Bill
Pascrell, Democrat Donald Payne Jr., Republican
Rodney Frelinghuysen and
Democrat Bonnie Watson
Coleman.

In the country overall, Republicans not only held onto
their majority in the House
of Representatives, but also
gained the previously Democratic majority in the SenElection continued on Page 4

“These actions are grossly unacceptable in our community and a
clear violation of university policies, as well as the basic tenets of
human decency.”
- President Cole

Letter to the Montclair State community, 2012
sent that Friday evening
informing the community
about the act of bias occurring in the Student Recreation Center.
According to the e-mail,
someone had written, “A
Gay Boy will B shot here
10/24/14”.

Shuttle Services Step Up

Representation
James Lanham
Contributing Writer
When I skip through the
channels of my local cable
provider, it is hard to ignore
the lack of diversity on most
television shows.
As a young African-American male, it is hard to find
people who look and act like
me on television. When I do
see people who resemble me,
they tend to mimic stereotypes and play the roles of
“thugs,” “hoodlums” or the
“token” black guy. Rarely
is there an instance where
there are people who resemble me positively. If there
are, they are usually supporting characters, never
getting much airtime.
This lack of diversity is
not exclusive to just black
men in America. Asian
Americans,
transgenders
and Hispanics are just some
of the people who are also
unfairly represented or lack
a presence on television.
This lack of representation
affects people of all races,
genders and sexual preferences, with the most obvious exception of white/European Americans.

Immediately after the
reporting, additional uniformed and plain-clothed officers were stationed around
campus, Lt. Kieran Barrett
of Montclair State University’s Police Department
wrote in an e-mail.
According to Barrett,
“This was the act of one or
more cowards that chose
to commit this offense and
the norm is that these are
normally committed when
there are no witnesses.”

Detectives are working
with every lead they are
given and continue to urge
anyone with information
to come forward. “We have
had great success in the
past on such cases when our
Bias continued on Page 4

Advocating
for Prison
Reform in
New Jersey
Kim Silva
Contributing Writer

son, there tends to be a sort
of disillusion when it comes
to the service itself.
“When more cars come
onto campus, we are not
able to run as freely and
that’s where we’ll bunch,”
shared Fitzpatrick.
Still, he stressed that
this bunching is not unordinary and will usually occur
at “peak hours” throughout
the day; in fact, this could
be accountable for the sporadic arrival of shuttles either all at once or not at all.
Fortunately, upon reaching
University Hall, drivers will
attempt to dispel the process
and add distance between
shuttles to better serve the

Observation continued on Page 12

Though transportation
is important to the Montclair State campus community, students never seem to
have a peace of mind when
it comes to shuttles. Whether it is the amount of buses
in use or the amount of time
one waits, concerns always
revolve around shuttles.
These numbered buses
seen around campus everyday have served to safely
and effectively transport
students from one location to the next. Carrying
passengers along various
routes, the service has become a defining factor in the
lives of students living both

on- and off-campus. In the
same sense, students have
become dependent upon
shuttles to travel to and
from class on the dot.
However, with the recent
increase in the number of
students on campus, ridership has grown eight percent in the past two years;
in turn, keeping up with the
demand for shuttles has become more difficult.
“Our route structure is
very small,” explained William Fitzpatrick, Executive
Director of Facilities Logistic Support. In other words,
though other campuses may
differ, Montclair State is not
equipped with miles upon
miles of roads for shuttles
to run through. For this rea-

A tattoo-covered gang
leader stopped at a community garden in his Newark
neighborhood. Despite the
loss of an eye, he noticed
a fountain in the midst of
construction and asked the
foreman Walter about its
running water. “It seemed to
wash away all of Newark’s
problems,” the leader said.
He appreciated its addition
to the urban landscape and
promised to always protect
it. Soon after, he traveled
to Colombia to advise local
gangs on conflict resolution
and street violence.
Prison reform advocate
Charles Rosen told this
story at an event hosted on
Wednesday, Oct. 25 by the
School of Communication
and Media as part of its continuing colloquium series.
Justice Studies Department
Chair Jessica Henry, along
with Rosen, offered alternative approaches to improve
the prison system.
In addition to teaching
at MSU since 2005, Henry
is a former public defender;

Shuttles continued on Page 4

Reform continued on Page 3
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Entertainment, p. 14

Time to Hunt
Ghosts

Ways to Save Your
MSU Moola

Year of the Yak
at Montclair
State
Students across the
country can now
add a new title to
their social media
resumes; they are
now yakkers.

Kasser Theater
Turns 10

On the eve of Halloween, students
gather to learn about
ghostolog and search
Hawk Crossings for
the appearance of
such hauntings.

Since mid-September, the shuttle service has been working to improve itself.

Jayna Gugliucci
News Editor

Claire Fishman | The Montclarion

Sports, p. 17
Red Bulls Win
First Leg

The New York Red
Bulls started off their
Quarterfinals matchup in the 2014 MLS
Cup Playoffs with a
win.
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Time to Hunt Ghosts

On the eve of Halloween, students learn about ghostology
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Jayna Gugliucci
News Editor
With the creaks and chills
of Halloween in the air, there
may not have been a better
time for ghost hunter Ross
Allison to step foot on campus. Holding the reputation
as one of the most haunted
universities in the country,
Allison set out to unravel the
mystery behind the strange
happenings on Clove Road
and would not leave until he
found answers.
Sponsored by Residence
Life, Allison began his perfectly timed presentation
in the Sinatra Hall Lounge
where dozens of excited residents and staff members
gathered.
Growing up with a mother
greatly interested in ghost
stories, Allison could not help
but follow in her footsteps. In
turn, he became “fascinated
with the idea that people
could experience this sort
of phenomenon” and has already devoted 25 years of his
life to researching the field of
ghostology.
Currently, Allison spends
his time as a full-time ghost

Wednesday, Oct.22
Fenwick Hall: Students
Joseph Gdowik, 22, of
Sewell, N.J. and Alexander Haveson, 22, of Monmouth Junction, N.J. were
arrested and charged with
distribution of marijuana,
possession of marijuana
and possession of drug
paraphernalia. Both parties are scheduled to appear in Little Falls Municipal Court.

Friday, Oct. 24

Claire Fishman
johnsonjam@
montclair.edu

Bohn Hall: A student reported an incident of sexual assault. The student
declined to pursue charges
at this time.

Photography

Writers and Contributors

Kimberly Asman, Nicholas Da Silva, Shakeema
Edwards, Jolie Higazi, Michael Klein, Jessica
Mahmoud, James Lanham, Mike Panepinto,
Morgan Pinciotta, Kim Silva, Bryan Quintero,
Christy Marabello and Rosemarie Salvadore

hunter both on the screen
and off while continuing to
lecture and teach across the
country. Pursing his passion
further, Allison holds courses
at the University of Washington in Ghostology; offering three levels, his program
is designed to be educational
and experience-based to give
students the true insight into
such an abstract topic.
In a similar sense, Allison set out to give those in
attendance just a taste of the
information students learn
in his courses. To begin, the
ghost hunter shared that “all
countries believe in some
sort of afterlife.” In fact, the
Greeks, Egyptians, Romans
and even Shakespeare have
pointed to this idea concerning ghosts. However, it was
not until the 1850s that two
little girls developed the tap
system through which they
could communicate with the
ghosts around them.
Though there have been
dips in belief since then, Hollywood has aimed to cultivate
our imaginations and guide
us down a quite different
path than Allison is used to.
Turning fact into fiction and

Photo courtesy of montclair.edu.

teaching us to fear ghosts,
the movie industry has taken
simple Raggedy Ann dolls
and transformed them into
devilish creatures like Annabelle. Despite the elaborate
production of these films, Allison shared that it is “really
our own imagination that
scares us the most.”
Continuing his presentation, Allison discussed the
research of the 19th century
on behalf of Thomas Edison
and Albert Einstein; relating
to the physics of the universe,
these wise individuals utilized mathematics to determine the “weight of the soul”
and the idea that leftover
deposits of energy were the
determining factor in finding
the location of a ghost. Similarly, in more recent times,
aura photography was used
as a “proof of the soul” which
was later reinforced by the
torn leaf experiment.
With seemingly scientific evidence behind the idea
of ghosts, Allison discussed
the factor of perception in
believing: there is a certain
side of the brain perceiving
Ghost continued on Page 4

Pelican Police Report

Student Rec Center: A
staff member reported an
incident of criminal mischief in the form of a bias
crime. This case is under
investigation.

Faculty
Faculty Advisor
Operations
Manager
Steve Johnson

Don Spielvogel

Supposedly built on an ancient Native American burial ground, stories of
strange occurences have always come from Hawk Crossings.

Friday, Oct. 24

Friday, Oct. 24

Dioguardi Field: A staff
member of the maintenance
building reported an incident
regarding the theft of a leaf
blower. This case is under investigation.

Friday, Oct. 31
University Police Atrium:
Non-student Jesse Katz, 20,
of South Orange, N.J. was
charged with disorderly conduct and underage consumption of alcohol. Katz is scheduled to appear in Montclair
Township Court.

Friday, Oct. 31
Machuga Heights: Students Richard Hanley, 18,
of Colonia, N.J. and Louis Bryan, 18, of Colonia,
N.J. were charged with
underage consumption of
alcohol. Both parties are
scheduled to appear in Little Falls Municipal Court.

Saturday, Nov. 1
Red Hawk Diner: Nonstudent Thomas Sarzo, 27,
of Carlstadt, N.J. was arrested and charged with
possession of marijuana.
Sarzo is scheduled to appear in Little Falls Municipal Court.

Saturday, Nov. 1
Bohn Hall: Students Jill
Vanhook, 18, of Madison,
N.J., Christopher Keenan,
19, of East Hanover, N.J.,
Christopher Joyce, 18, of
Florham Park, N.J. and
non-student Sara Pike, 18,
of Morristown, N.J. were
charged with underage
consumption of alcohol.
All parties are scheduled
to appear in Clifton Municipal Court.

Saturday, Nov. 1
Fenwick Hall: A staff
member reported an incident of false public alarm.
This case is under investigation.

Anyone who has information regarding these incidents is urged to
call the police station at T-I-P-S (8477).
All calls are strictly confidential.
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MSU ‘Recs’ the Stereotype

Student recreation crafts program against biased opinions on campus
Michael Klein
Staff Writer
On Friday, Oct. 24, the
campus community was notified of an act of bias on campus. Scribbled on a men’s
room door were the words
“A Gay Boy will B shot here
10/24/14.”
So many people see Montclair State’s campus as a
safe place for anyone from
all walks of life; MSU even
boasts about the diverse climate it welcomes on its campus grounds as well as the
programs, events, organizations and policies that reflect
that value.
In the same sense, the
campus community has always encouraged its members
to follow suit in condemning
ideas it does not value. Most
importantly, Montclair State
has always pushed against
hate.
The Student Recreation
Center implemented a program to combat stereotypes
associated with individuals
who attend the gym itself;
in addition, the initiative
sets out to confront misconceptions about Recreational
Centers in general.
In order to do so, the MSU
Rec Center, in conjunction
with other campus partners,
has launched a month long
program in hopes to dispel
these ideas floating around.
“#MSURecsTheStereotype
is a month long program for
November that the LGBTQ
Center and the Fitness Department of the Student
Recreation Center created
to focus on making the Student Recreation Center a
more comfortable, inclusive
and safe space for everyone,”
explained Ebony Jackson, a

What’s
up with
the
SGA?

In an effort to raise awareness, a week-long program was initiated.

Grad Student and an intern
at the MSU LGBTQ Center.
The Rec Center has a survey
that they are hoping to use to
hear back from students, faculty and staff to understand
what equipment or areas are
used and how comfortable
and inclusive the Student
Recreation Center may or
may not be for the campus.
The survey can be found in
the Rec Center, the LGBTQ
Center Pride Lounge, and on
the program’s website.
There are also planned
themes for each day of the
week that they are hoping
will encourage interaction between the students and help
the Rec to learn more about

the students, what they want
and how to understand the
diversity that exists at MSU.
“Monday is Myth Buster
Monday where we hang up
a banner with a myth and a
fact disproving the myth in
the Student Recreation Center. Tuesday is #TransformationTuesday where people
will post their transformations on Instagram whether
it be physical, mental, behavioral or however using our
hashtag #MSURecsTheStereotype,” explained Jackson.
“Wednesday is Weight Lifting Wednesday, where people
will post themselves lifting
weights [to target] the week’s
featured focus - upper body,

• The Accounting Society
was re-chartered as a class
III organization.
• MSU Wishmakers was successfully chartered as a class
IV organization from Spring
2015 to Fall 2015.
• Montclair Miracles was
chartered as a class III organization from Spring 2015Fall 2016.
• The History Club was successfully chartered as a class
IV organization from Spring
2015-Fall 2015.
• Anthony Fasano has been
appointed to the position of
Student Board of Trustee
Voting Representative for the
remainder of the term ending
on May 31, 2015.
SGA Meetings are open to
the campus community and
students are encouraged to
attend. Meetings are held
at 2:30 p.m. in the 4th floor
conference room of the
Student Center.

core, or lower body - on Instagram using our hashtags.
Thursday is Tasty Thursday
where there will be pre- and
post-workout snacks in the
Student Recreation Center
from 4 p.m. to 7 p.m. Friday
is Free Form Friday where
people will send Snapchats to
the Student Recreation Center’s account of them exercising around campus, maybe
something like handstands
in the quad, dancing in class
or anything they wish.”
On #TransformationTuesday, Ebony took the opportunity to post about Safe Space
Training – a four-hour educational workshop that the LGBTQ Center offers to teach

Jayna Gugliucci, News
Editor, contributed to this article.

Reform: Changing the Course of History
Continued from page 1

“Your job - our job - is to figure out
how to aggregate pockets of
activity, aggregate little cells of
activity and then pull the people
Get the inside back together. Individuals can
start a discourse through film,
scoop on the
digital space or technology space
and have it travel virally.
weekly meetings
Natalie Smyth
Staff Writer

Claire Fishman | The Montclarion

students, faculty and staff
how to properly be a friend
to the LGBTQ Community,
what people in this population go through on a daily
basis, how to make programs
and events on campus more
inclusive and to put people in
the shoes of those who have
truly struggled.
As a lesson that the LGBTQ Center stresses everyone should learn, students
are encouraged to take advantage of safe space training. For more information,
students can visit the LGBTQ Center’s website.
In addition to the programs and events going on
around campus, people who
post photos of themselves
participating in the events
are entered to win various
prizes every week.
“We are also having a Ribbon Cutting Celebration on
Monday, Nov. 24 to ‘re-open’ a
more inclusive, comfortable,
and safe Student Recreation
Center,” Ebony announced.
“There will also be buttons,
bracelets and other cool and
free things that people can
wear to support the cause.”
Although it unfortunately falls at the same time
with the incident of bias on
campus, #MSURecsTheStereotype gives students the
perfect opportunity to learn
more about both equality
and diversity on campus and
hopefully to embrace these
ideas.

- Charles Rosen

Founder and Former CEO
Amalgamated NYC
she is also a media commentator on legal issues. Rosen
founded an advertising agency called Amalgamated NYC
and was its former CEO.
He also owns the urban agriculture business New Ark
Farms, which specifically
employs ex-offenders. He said
the company is now making
hard apple cider; Newark
was known for its cider in
the 1700s and was a favorite
of George Washington.
Assistant Director of the
SCM Christine A. Lemesianou, Ph.D., moderated the
discussion. Henry started by
giving statistics; “one in every 31 adults is under some
form of supervision through
incarceration, parole or probation,” she said, “We think
of ourselves as the land of
the free, and yet there is this
huge percentage of people
who are not free, who are
burdened by the effects of
the criminal justice system.
That’s about three percent of
our population in the United
States.”
Rosen described the system
in economic terms. “We’ve

created a powerful industry,
the prison industrial complex that employs thousands
of people [which] makes huge
amounts of money that is
required to keep feeding the
machine.’”
He portrayed today’s jails
as an anachronism by comparing them to debtor’s prisons; 40 percent of individuals
have an inability to make
bail and certain racial groups
have a higher incidence of incarceration than others.
“The vast majority of our
prisoners are of color and
desperately poor,” he said. “If
a parent has been incarcerated, the probability rises to
84 percent.”
“The current prison model
is punitive rather that rehabilitative,” Henry said; instead of taking college classes
or learning a skill while imprisoned, the newly released
former inmate has few options to reenter society. She
explained the two primary
reasons for punishment: deterrence and incapacitation.
“Many crimes are impulsive or born of addiction,” she

said. “The recdivism rate is
so high that most individuals
that come out of prison often
return.”
She said those incarcerated are often traumatized,
scarred and damaged; they
live in dark and crowded conditions and when released
have no identification, funds
or transportation. Forty percent do not have a high school
diploma. She reminded the
audience that most prisoners are eventually released,
especially in federal prisons
where 95 percent of inmates
return home.
Henry and Rosen take a
pragmatic and compassionate approach to this issue;
they hope their message will
resonate with the public.
Rosen asked the audience to
reflect on their role as media students to consider its
power.
“Your job - our job - is to
figure out how to aggregate
pockets of activity, aggregate
little cells of activity and then
pull the people together,” he
said.
He reminded everyone of
President Obama’s win over

Hillary Clinton for the Democratic nomination because
Obama “aggregated” people.
“Individuals can start a discourse through film, digital
space or technology space
and have it travel virally,”
Rosen said. “To engage the
public, create awareness to
initiate the conversation for
change.”
Henry explained the importance of a bail reform referendum that appeared on
yesterday’s ballot as an issue
of income inequality.
New Jersey voters supported the change and she
commented on its application: “Poor people accused
of non-violent crimes will
no longer languish in prison
while waiting for a court date
because they could not even
pay small amounts of bail; if
implemented properly, this
bill marks a significant step
in criminal justice reform in
our state.”
After taking questions
from students, Lemesianou
concluded the forum. Henry
asked the audience to attend
the Dec. 4 lecture, which will
expand on the dialogue.

“We think of ourselves as the land
of the free, and yet there is this
huge percentage of people who are
not free, who are burdened by the
effects of the criminal justice
system. That’s about three
percent of our population in the
United States.”
- Christine A. Lemesianou
SCM Assistant Director
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Election: Republicans Win Congress
Continued from page 1

ate. In the Senate, the Democrats lost seven seats to the
Republicans. Democrats now
hold 45 seats while Republicans hold 52.
In the House of Representatives, the Democrats lost
13 seats to the Republicans.
Democrats now hold 175
seats while Republicans hold
243.
On Election Day, campus
was buzzing with talk of voting. Residents of the Heights,
Blanton and Clove Road
were able to cast their ballots
in the multi-purpose room in
Machuga Heights and they
expressed their gratitude to
the university for offering a
polling site right on campus.
“Honestly if it wasn’t available right on campus, I probably wouldn’t have voted,”
shared Paul Mazzonu, an undeclared freshman.
Unfortunately, there did
not seem to be a large turnout of student voters on the
afternoon of Election Day.
Alex Gamboa, an undeclared
freshman, shared his bittersweet feelings. “I’m happy
that I was able to vote for
the first time right here on
campus, but it’s sad that
there aren’t as many people
here. Voting is a privilege
that shouldn’t be taken for
granted.”
Freeman and Russ residents walked with President
Susan Cole to the polls at
Bradford School in Montclair
at 2:45 p.m. For residents of
Bohn Hall, buses were available throughout the day to
shuttle students to P.S. 16 on
Grove Street in Clifton.
Bryan Murdock, Director of
Service-Learning and Community Engagement, noted
on the potentially confusing
location of the university in
three separate towns.
“It is a challenge, but we

are committed to educating
students not only about the
issues, but also about who
the candidates are and which
candidates they are eligible
to vote for [based on which
town their residence building
is located].”
Myrdock also works as cocoordinator for the American
Democracy Project to help
engage students in the community and allow them to, in

his words, “understand their
role as citizens in a democratic society.”
Through everything from
a registration drive for freshman on move-in day to meetthe-candidate sessions the
week before Election Day, the
university has done its part
in preparing students to be
informed voters and activelyinvolved citizens.

2014 Election Results
Montclair, New Jersey

Total number of voters: 10,561 (36%)

___________________________________
Of those voters:
U.S. Senator Cory Booker: 8,835
Democrats
Patricia Sebold: 7,760
Lebby C. Jones: 7,562
Rufus L. Johnson: 7,396
Cynthia Toro: 7,535
Joseph DiVincenzo: 7,880
Donald Payne Jr.: 5,795
Republicans
Jeff Bell: 1,473
John Kelly III: 1,708
Peter Tanella: 1,694
Yolanda Dently: 818
5,878 voted “Yes” in the paid sick leave
municipal ballot question; private sector
workers in Montclair will now be able to
earn one hour of paid sick time per 30
hours worked.
Statistics courtesy of northjersey.com.

Shuttles: Routes Improve
Continued from page 1

students.
With the solution for shuttle
bunching in the works, there
appears to have been another
issue when it comes to residential and commuter pickup along Clove Road. Though
this problem was mostly seen
in the early weeks of September, students have expressed
concern that it may be more
often than that.
“We definitely look at the
numbers,” said Fitzpatrick,
“And, we’re trying to pick-up
as [many people] as possible.”
As a solution, two more shuttles were added to the original set and there are now a
total of six Village, Transit
and V/T shuttles running by
8 a.m.
In addition, the Transit
buses have become a means
to solve the problem of Village
buses becoming filled before
reaching either Sinatra Hall
or Hawk Crossings. Though
buses continue to pass these
stops on a regular basis, Fitzpatrick shared that he and
his team are “trying to think
as strategically as possible”
to mediate the issue. In other
words, they are remaining
“proactive” to best address
the needs of a campus community stuck in a “very busy
scenario.”
As an immediate solution
to the problem at hand, students have been able to utilize the NextBus application
to see an up-to-the-minute
shuttle schedule.
Though there have been
several complaints concern-

F

ing the program, Fitzpatrick
stressed that it is a “really
solid application” that has
been used by massive cities
to coordinate their public
transportation systems. Still,
he and his team recognize
the fact that there is an “opportunity for improvement”
and hope to take advantage
of that window sooner rather
than later.
On the other hand, Fitzpatrick shared that the weekend shuttle to the Bay Street
Station has been “doing very
well.” Despite the numbers
leveling off in recent weeks,
there are “some Saturdays
when we’re blown away by
the numbers.” In response to
the demand, the shuttle will
certainly be continued well
into the future.
All in all, “people should
feel comfortable with the
shuttle situation on campus,”
stressed Fitzpatrick. “Since
we have more buses, [these
minor problems] will grow
easier.”
With the fleet currently being updated and the promise
of one more bus by next fall,
students can hopefully look
forward to a shorter wait at
stops and a less strenuous
shuttle ride.
Looking ahead, the winter
months will certainly pose
an entirely new problem to
the campus community, but
students should not worry
as Fitzpatrick and his team
have already begun their
preparations.

ollow us on Instagram!

@themontclarion

Ghost: Searching Hawks Bias: Hate is Not an MSU Value
Continued from page 2

the information. From this
information, it became evident that the real fear lies
in the poltergeists or “noisy
ghosts” that act as “nonhuman hauntings which tend to
be malevolent and only physical in their contact with the
tangible world.”
In the same sense, there
are other ghostly forms we
fear such as possession or a
split attachment only mediated through an exorcism of
sorts; these hauntings also
come in the form of objects
such as the Annabelle doll.
However, a haunting does
not seemingly happen on its
own; instead, it is the result
of an attachment, a tragic
death, or a desire to guard
something.
In terms of a haunting,
there are actual instances
where there is sufficient evidence of intelligence as well
as residual hauntings which
are far less extreme. More often than not, these hauntings
take the form of unexplained
noises, objects being moved
and doors opening and closing on their own. Though
these may seem frightening
at first, Allison stressed that
ghosts are everywhere — and
there is no way to escape.
However, there is another
option for those individuals
who would like to take steps
into the ghostly world themselves. In this sense, Allison
shared that a good ghost
hunter like himself takes passion, devotion and patience;
without any of these char-

acteristics, the gateway into
the world beyond cannot be
reached even in the slightest.
Instead, by trying to learn as
much as one can, an individual can honestly find a list of
possibilities at his feet unlike
that of any other.
At the end of the night,
students were given the opportunity to do just that
when Allison guided them
over to Hawk Crossings. Said
to have been built on an ancient Native American burial ground, there have been
strange stories arising from
the Clove Road apartments
since their initial construction — Cheerios stuck to the
wall, a little girl standing in
a room, the works. For this
reason, Allison brought out
his high-tech equipment in
the hopes of finding a ghost
or two.
Though three apartments
were checked, the group of
students could not find much
when it came to beings from
another world. However,
behind the buildings themselves, a sporadic reading
did announce itself on one of
the pieces of equipmentKeeping safety in mind, Allison
brought the students together for one last conversation
before his departure.
In the end, the famous
ghost hunter stressed: “You
have to experience it yourself. You have to open your
minds to the possibility that
there could be something out
there.”

Continued from page 1

community steps up to report what they saw,” Barrett
said. He could not comment
on whether or not there are
currently any suspects, as it
would interfere with the investigation.
The Bias Response Taskforce (BRT) works within
Student Development and
Campus Life to provide coordinated responses to incidents of bias or intolerance
on campus.

Center was again a target of
sexuality-based attacks. In
those incidents, homosexual
slurs were written on the
wall and threatening notes
were put under the Student
Center’s doors.
“These actions are grossly
unacceptable in our community and a clear violation of
university policies, as well
as the basic tenets of human
decency,” MSU President Susan Cole wrote in response to

Sometimes people are afraid
of people who are different
from themselves. Sometimes
people lash out against the
person they are and can’t
face. And sometimes you just
have people who are immature and need to grow up,”
she wrote in an e-mail.
The LGBTQ Center offers a Safe Space Program in
which participants learn how
to end homophobia on campus and provide support for

“What’s important is that as a community we
continue to educate ourselves about the other people
who inhabit our planet, stay committed to
maintaining an environment where everyone feels
they belong and speak up against injustice in its
many forms.”
- Dr. Karen Pennington

Vice President for Student Development and Campus Life
Numerous events were
planned in the following
days and weeks of the incident that addressed the topic
of bias, specifically regarding
that which is based on sexual
orientation. The BRT and
Peer Educators of the LGBTQ organization on campus
coordinated these events.
“I have been with the BRT
since it’s inception,” Barrett
said, “and I can say under
the leadership of our Dean
of Students and Dr. Esmilda
Hornbostel, we continue to
find positive ways to engage
the community on difficult
topics.”
A similar series of threats
also occurred in late 2011 and
early 2012, as the LGBTQ

the 2012 threats. “A bias incident is a criminal act, and
anybody found responsible
for such actions will be arrested and prosecuted to the
fullest extent of the law.”
Then and now, the administration advocates for any
targeted community and encourages that “Hate Is Not
an MSU Value.”
Dr. Karen Pennington,
Vice President for Student
Development and Campus
Life, says incidents like these
can be reoccurring for multiple reasons.
“Sometimes you have
people who are looking for
attention and/or want to
see what will happen when
they do something like this.

the LGBTQ community. The
four-hour long training sessions are offered year round.
The Center also provides
resources such as referrals
of LGBTQ friendly counselors, physicians and organizations, as well as drop in clubs
and regularly scheduled support groups on campus.
“What’s important is that
as a community we continue
to educate ourselves about
the other people who inhabit
our planet, stay committed to
maintaining an environment
where everyone feels they
belong and speak up against
injustice in its many forms,”
Pennington said.
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Lazy, Rushed and Out of Time
Jessica Mahmoud
Staff Writer
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Makeup:
A day without makeup is not the end of the world.
No one will probably even notice. However, if you do have
time, try this quick look:
Start with a cream foundation and powder if needed.
Next, try using your eyebrows to be the highlight of your
face by filling them in with an eyebrow pencil or gel.
Then, skip eyeliner and use mascara and apply it as close
to the roots as possible to make it look like you also have
eyeliner on. Finally, apply lipstick. If you’re a blush person, use your lipstick as blush.

Photo Courtesy of wikipedia.org

As college students with heavy workloads, there are
times we have to stay up late to finish an essay or assignment. This can easily result in sleeping in after a
late night. Unfortunately, that also means less time to
get ready. Don’t worry. Just because you have a little
time doesn’t mean you can’t look good for class.

Hair:
Even with only a few minutes to spare, there are
still plenty of quick and cute ways to style your hair.
Try styles like top knots, teased ponytails and side
braids. If curls are more your thing, try this quick
tip: braid your hair in low pigtails and then hold your
straightener on the braids. Then take the braids out
for beautiful waves.
If all of this sounds too time-consuming, opt for accessories like beanies and headbands.

What’s trending on Outfit of the Week

Outfit:
The easiest and most comfortable go-to outfit is
leggings and a top. Now that the weather is getting
chilly, throw on a slouchy sweater. To make it look
a little more stylish, pull on legwarmers or contrasting color knee socks. For shoes, slip into moccasins or
slip-on booties.
Another option is jeggings or skinny jeans. These
can also be paired with a simple sweater. Then, try
adding an infinity scarf and a leather jacket. For
shoes, opt for knee high boots.

Photo Courtesy of wikipedia.org

Left: Sweater: Urban Outfitters. Pants and beanie: H&M.
Shoes: Cole Haan. Bag: Jack Georges.
Right: Hoodie: Zumiez. Vest and shoes: Mandee. Leggings:
Ravegirl. Bag: sister’s.
Favorite movie and why? Left: “Chungking Express. I just
think it’s interesting. It’s an Asain film so there’s no English,
all subtitles. It follows two love stories.” Right: “The Secret
Life of Bees. It’s really sad, that’s why I like it.”
Follow @MontclairStateStyle on FB for more!
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Five Ways to Save Your MSU Moola
Morgan Princiotta
Contributing Writer

1. Go home for a weekend or visit friend at another college.
Most of the students who live on campus who go home on the weekends are already one step ahead of you. Stay at another friend’s dorm
at their school. Think of how much you’re saving in three days! What’s
the result? A home-cooked meal, your comfy bed and seeing some of
your old friends is a win, win.

2. Sharing is caring.
Sick of the campus food and want to order out? Ask others if the feeling is mutual. Split a pie at Pizza 46 or maybe a fat sandwich at Cars.
Spending is cut in half and that means more opportunities to order out
in the future. Having a bigger problem with textbook prices? Share or
trade textbooks with your fellow classmates. It works out even better
if you’re roomies.

Photo courtesy of Clipartpanda.com

3. Deals or more deals.
Look out for those special sales in the school bookstore. No sale this
week? Check the back for the clearance rack. Those sweatshirt prices
can really stack up. Represent your school but at the lowest price possible. Why purchase school attire? Every Friday, you can receive a free
drink at participating locations on campus if you represent Montclair
State. Your flex dollars will love you.

4. Save your bottles.
Check on campus with 2.mato and the other places on campus
with fountain sodas to check if they have an all-day free refill policy.
Spend that $1.85 and make it last 24 hours. Not only is this helping the
environment but it’s also helping your wallet. When the day is over,
toss it in the recycling bin, sleep, eat, repeat. Off to the gym? Use a
personal water bottle. Try buying one with a filter instead of plastic
water bottles in bulk.

5. Attend all the events that say “free food.”
I know checking your email every second of the day is a pain; the
amount of emails you receive alone from school is overwhelming in
general. However, those emails could be to your advantage. If an event
002is open to everyone, then why wouldn’t you take this opportunity?
If you’re not already a member of a club that’s hosting one, then become a member. You might actually enjoy the club and people in it
more than the food.

Photos courtesy of Clipartpanda.com
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Kimberly Asman
Staff Writer

Snacks to pack fresh every day

Photo courtesy of wikipedia.org

These snacks will go bad if not eaten, so try to pack what you think you will want for
that day and remember to empty your backpack at the end of the day to save anything
you did not get to eat.
Fresh fruits: A lot of fruits are very easy to grab on your way out the door and throw
in your bag, such as apples, oranges, bananas and peaches. Others may take some preparation, but will taste so good that it will be worth it. Try cutting up some pineapple and
strawberries or bring a sandwich bag of grapes. There are so many options, as fruit is a
healthy snack that is sweet and refreshing.
Vegetables: A little time spent the night before or the morning of your day on campus
can give you lots of yummy vegetables to bring with you. Unless you have access to a
microwave, think about what you would not mind eating cold. If you like asparagus, boil
some in water and throw a little sea salt on it to bring with you. For a starchy vegetable,
try baking sweet potatoes cut into strips for “sweet potato fries.” Bake them with a little
olive oil and bring along a small amount of ketchup or your other favorite condiment.
Peanut butter: Peanut butter has some good-for-you unsaturated fats and is filling.
Pair it with an apple, a banana or pretzels to get a satisfying snack.
(Healthier) chips and salsa: If you love chips, try to find a brand of tortilla chips
that has whole grains and added benefits, such as fiber or unsaturated fats. Trader
Joe’s has “Soy and Flaxseed” tortilla chips, which also give you some protein with every
serving. Chips are high in calories, so stick to about one serving paired with some fresh
salsa.
Crackers and cheese: Like the chips, try to find a brand of crackers made with
whole grains. Slice about one ounce of cheese (about the size of a pair of dice) to go with
it, and pair it with spinach or another green. When you eat it, stack a piece of spinach
with a piece of cheese on each cracker. The spinach pairs well with the rich cheese and
adds in some extra vitamins.
Greek yogurt: Greek yogurt gives you calcium and protein. To boost the nutrition
even more, pack a small sandwich bag of ground flax seeds, chia seeds and cinnamon,
and mix it into the yogurt just before you eat. The seeds give you omega fatty acids and
iron and the cinnamon gives it a great taste.

Photo courtesy of wikipedia.org
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Things that you can keep on hand for emergencies

Smart Snacking Tips For All Occasions
The middle of the semester is generally very hectic for students.
With midterms, projects and any other activities in full swing, students
may find times when they are on campus or in classes for several hours
straight. It is always important to plan meals for these busy days, but
what about in between meals or when you do not have anything left to
eat for the day but have another three-hour class?
This is where having snacks stashed in your backpack can come in
handy. Sometimes snacks have a bad rep. People may assume that they
should not eat at in between meals or after a certain time of day. Forget
that: you should eat something when you are hungry. It is important
not to let your body go too long without food, because it could result in
a lack of energy and mood swings. The best way to prevent from ever
being too hungry on campus is to always have a few snacks in your
backpack that can stay there for emergencies, as well as a few you can
pack fresh every day.

These items will not go bad for a while, and can be easily stored in a small space of
your bag.
Trail mix (DIY): Store-bought trail mix often is packed with candy and may have
a lot of sugar. Yet, trail mix can be a great way to pack in some nutrients if you find a
brand with mostly nuts and dried fruit or make it yourself. Throw a few different kinds
of nuts and seeds (pecans, almonds and sunflower seeds make a good mix) with a small
scoop of dried fruit, such as dried cranberries or raisins. The nuts will give you some
healthy fats and the fruit will satisfy your sweet tooth. Just try to find dried fruit with
no added sugars. Put these all together in a small sandwich bag.
Protein bars: This one is a little trickier to find a good option, but it is possible,
and when you are starving and have nothing else, they are pretty filling. Look for a bar
with about 200 calories or less, about 10 grams of sugar or less and at least 15 grams of
protein. The protein is what keeps you full, so the more of that, the better. Watch out for
bars with really long ingredients lists or a lot of ingredients you cannot pronounce; the
shorter the list, the less processed the bar.
A small treat: It is bound to happen: you are on campus at 10 p.m., your sweet tooth
has kicked in and you still have another hour left of work to do. In these situations, it is
okay to have a small piece of candy on hand (think “fun-sized” or “kid-sized”). A small
treat may be just what you need to keep going and having something on hand will prevent you from going to the closest vending machine and splurging on a larger size of
candy. Just stick to one or two of these small pieces a day.
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Help Wanted
Babysitter wanted 24-32 hours a
week to manage 3 kids. 12:30-8 p.m. Mon,
Wed, Thurs. Looking for a “take charge”
person with previous experience. Nonsmoker, fluent in English. Driving not
necessary. Call Melissa 973-707-7088 or
email Mlisdona@yahoo.com
P/T After School Nanny wanted for
3 children ages 7,7, & 12. Mon-Fri
2:30-6:30 p.m. Requires driving kids to
activities, help with homework, light
cooking for kids dinner & light cleaning/organizing. Call Helen
917-658-6304 or 973-748-0876 or
email helen.appelbaum@gmail.com
P/T Childcare for 9 yr old girl. Mon/Tues/Wed
- 3 to 7 p.m. Child has some learning disabilities, so a Special Ed student would be great,
but not necessary. $12.00/hr.
Call Patti 201-248 0599 or
email paf0115@hotmail.com
Montclair after-school “Driver” needed
for two kids ages 13 & 11. Flexible hours.
Minimum weekly fee.
Call Bea 973-619-5650 or email
Binkowsk2@yahoo.com
P/T Driving Sitter for 6 year old boy & 3
year old girl in Montclair. Boy has minor
special needs, but both are fun & sweet.
Special Ed would be preferred, but not necessary. 2 afternoons a week. Days Flexible!
Call Ann at 917-363-7429 or email
Ann.Antoshak@gmail.com
Fairfield, NJ based Internet Startup looking
for recent college grads or very ambitious
college students. $30,000 plus first year &
Vested Retirement Plan within 24 months of
hire. Complete company training for qualified individuals. Call Pat 973-698-7582 or
email resume to pgiglio@pagelink.com
Nutley family seeks P/T Nanny for
two kids ages 2 & 7. M-F, 4:00 - 7:30
p.m. Pick-up from school, homework
help & dinner prep.
Email bethcarey@hotmail.com

Classifieds
Help Wanted
P/T Dependable / Responsible
Babysitter wanted for friendly Maplewood family – 2 children 12 &16.
Tuesdays & Thursdays (Wed. possible) from 2:45 to 7:00 p.m. Driving
to activities (both kids) and supervising homework (for 12 year old). Must
have valid driver’s lic. & clean record.
Also have a sweet golden retriever, so
comfort with dogs is also a must.
Email Liz at lmplwd@gmail.com
Please include references.
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Help Wanted
P/T After-School sitter in Fair Lawn to drive
kids 7/13/16 to activities, supervise playdates
& homework for the youngest. Flexible
Hours! Must like dogs & cats.
Email jdavisswing@yahoo.com
P/T After School Childcare needed Mon-Fri,
2:50-6:20 pm for 9 &11 year olds in Mountain
Lakes. Prepare snack and dinner & help with
homework. Must Drive. Contact Jane at
901- 487-4999 or Janemhouston@gmail.com

After-School Driver/Minder for cheerful 6th grade boy. 3-4 hours, 2-3 days per
wk... flexible! Drive to lessons & practice,
oversee homework. M/F encouraged to
call Elizabeth at 917-576-6220 or
email EJuviler@verizon.net

P/T Childcare for Montclair Family (near
MSU) for kids 9 & 12. Three days per week
3:00-6:30 pm. Need a car for driving to activities. Light meals and homework help.
Email Monica - monica.minore@verizon.net

After school Nanny wanted for 2
children 5 days a week in Montclair.
Clean driving record a must, as driving kids to activities is required. Also
homework help & light cooking /
cleaning. Call Wendy at 201-206-2851.

$20.00 per hour - Students needed to assist
professional dog trainer & clients w/ behavior modification. No experience necessary.
Flexible schedule. Call Carol 973-746-4238 or
e-mail cjgamm@mindspring.com

P/T & F/T - Little Angels School House
Chatham, NJ is looking for Energetic individuals. Duties include implementing lesson
plans & assisting with meals/naps/diapering/
potty training. Contact Jade 973-701-8303 or
rnuman@littleangelsschoolhouse.com.

P/T Afternoon Nanny in Montclair to
one sweet little boy age 10 months.
Call Brooke at 631-327-5513.

P/T Experienced, energetic, reliable babysitters wanted for our 7 year old son in Nutley.
Occasional afternoons / weekends.
$15.00 & up / hour. Contact Linda at
lindaturiya@yahoo.com or call 973-508-8868
(Leave a message).

For Sale
Vanity with Cushioned Chair & Matching Mirror, asking for $130.00.
Call 201-401-2017.

Black Oster microwave with turntable. Brand
new condition. Model OGB5902. $65.00. Paid
$120.00. Plastic strip still on. With manual.
Pics available. On campus.
Call 267-981-9909.

For Rent
Private Room w/ Bath for Female.
Near Campus off Valley Road in Clifton. Available immediately. $550.00 per
month. Call Joan 973-279-7294.

Upcoming Events
Closing Ceremony

Thursday, Nov. 6 from 5:30-8 p.m.
Student Center Formal
Dining Room

Bailando Con Laso

Monday, Nov. 10 from
7:30-10:30 p.m.
Student Center Ballrooms C

Dance Marathon for the Children’s
Specialized Hospital

Saturday, Dec. 6 from noon to 12 a.m.
Student Center Ballrooms
Participants
must
register
and
have a fundraising goal of $62.
Hosted By: Montclair Miracles
Contact: montclairmiracles@gmail.com

Student Loan Repayment: Pitfalls &
Possibilities with Wells Fargo

Wednesday, Nov. 12 at 3 p.m.
UN 1040
Hosted by Financial Management &
Economics Society (FMES)
Hear from experts in the financial
field about loan repayment and your
credit score.
Representatives from
Wells Fargo will answer your questions
about building credit and keeping a
positive credit score. as well as various career paths within the industry.

Have an
event
coming up?
Let us know!
Email
MSUPRODUCTION
@GMAIL.COM
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And Now time for something
different... sudoku!

Interested in advertising with
The Montclarion?

Email
Montclarionadsales@gmail.com
For more information and details
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Year of the Yak
at Montclair State

Question of
the Week
Is Yik Yak good
or bad for the
Montclair State
community?
D a n i e l l e
Litrenta
Psychology
Junior
“I don’t think that
Yik Yak will help
the Montclair State community. I think
a lot of people post things on there like
negative comments because it is anonymous and they know that nobody is going
to know they are saying those things. I
think it is probably not a good thing. ”
Melissa Aydin
Fashion
Studies
Sophomore
“I don’t think it
is bad, but I also
don’t think its the best thing. It is really
entertaining, but at the same time, I feel
like it causes a lot of drama and problems. It’s not bad, it’s just, whatever.”
Lauren
Szewczyk
Animation
Illustration
Sophomore
“Although Yik
Yak is entertaining, I don’t necessarily
think it is the best thing. I think it gives
students the unrealistic expectation that
things are actually anonymous when,
in all reality, it is really easy to find out
who is actually posting these things and
they could probably get themselves into
a lot of trouble. ”
Kevin
Guevera
Computer
Science
Senior
“I think it is a really cool app. I think it is a really great
idea, but it is probably not used well. It
hurts people. You can be offensive and
nobody can know who you are and that in
itself propagates bigotry. Overall, I think
the technology behind it is fascinating
and interesting, but people are using it
the wrong way.”
Julie Gomez
Biology
Freshman
“I think it is
good because it
gives students
the opportunity to express their thoughts
in a more comfortable way.”
Kathleen
Ramos
Business
Sophomore
“There’s positives and negatives about it. There are people on there
who say nice things and people who
say ignorant things, but those ignorant
things tend to be down-voted and they
end up disappearing. Most people are
actually nice enough to respond. People
are pretty caring here at Montclair Yik
Yak. Most of the time, I just use it for
plain, old, good humor. I think it’s really
funny.”
Cassandra
Beltran
Public Health
Senior
“Like any form
of social media,
it has its positive effects and its negative
effects. I feel that it’s more negative because a lot of it is funny, but a lot of people
say some really rude things. I find more
rude comments than positive. I think it’s
funny; I read it when I’m bored, but I
don’t think it’s a positive thing to have in
college because it can hurt people’s feelings and it could go wrong.”

Christian Ruiz | The Montclarion

S

tudents across the
country can now add a
new title to their social
media resumes; in addition to being tweeters, bloggers, vloggers
and snapchatters, they
are now increasingly
becoming yakkers on
the application Yik
Yak.
The app, launched
in 2013, acts as an
anonymous message
board on which students can post their
thoughts. Each time a
person creates a post,
it is anonymously
shared with the 500
people closest to that
individual based on
GPS location.
With this application, students can tap
into a communal message board specific to
the University community, allowing a Montclair-State-only social
network.
Because the posts
are anonymous, the
maintenance of professionalism and so-

cial etiquette do not limit
student comments, creating
a more sincere and honest
form of expression but also
letting loose the usual reins
on what constitutes appropriate conversation.
As advocators of free
speech and expression, we
think that an anonymous
outlet like Yik Yak is a great
asset to the Montclair State
community.
How
many
times have you wanted to
complain about your oncampus job or your professor on Facebook or Twitter,
but have held back because
you didn’t want your name
attached to that negativity?
Yik Yak solves that problem.
It allows an open forum for
students to voice their concerns about the university,
to find solidarity that they
are not facing their issues
alone or just to connect to
other students with similar
interests.
The Montclair State
Yik Yak often advertises oncampus events and informal
meet-ups; on Wednesday
afternoon, one post asked
other users if they wanted to
join together at the quad for
an impromptu soccer game.

Yik Yak also allows users
to respond to others’ posts,
allowing students to receive
answers to questions that
they may feel uncomfortable
asking in person or on nonanonymous social media platforms. When used as a tool
for community-building, Yik
Yak is an invaluable campus
resource.
However, we find the anonymity of Yik Yak problematic at the same time. While for
some, anonymity means the
removal of social anxiety and
the fear of being judged; for
others, it provides an outlet
for unchecked negativity and
cyberbullying. Many posts
contain the full name of individuals on campus, making
one person’s comment about a
classmate or coworker available for all to see. Students
have no way of controlling
what is being said about
them and because the posts
are anonymous, there is no
way for an individual to find
out who may be spreading rumors about them or making
fun of them.
Additionally, the application has affected the Greek
community since some Greek
organizations are using the

application to trash talk
other fraternities and sororities anonymously, hoping to
boost their own reputation
and gain new pledges by
putting others down.
In this way, Yik Yak
seems just another way of
spreading anonymous hate,
a resurrection of applications like Formspring which
gave us such a headache in
high school.
It may be too early to
promote or condemn Yik Yak
wholly, but we hope that the
application will continue
to bind the Montclair State
community closer together.
Although some try to use it
as an anonymous Tinder or
a place to spew extremely
socially unacceptable comments, others actually do use
the app to build community
and support one another.
If we all can keep it civil
and under control when the
training wheels of social media are taken off, then we
think that Yik Yak could be
a social network that creates
more love and understanding than hate and negativity.

Thumbs Up
Netflix announces A Series of Unfortunate Events
series
Kasser Theater turns 10
Frozen yogurt at Outtakes

Thumbs Down
Colorado votes down mandatory GMO labelling
Bias crime on campus
Mass rape of 200 women in Sudan
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Ebola is Not a Laughing Matter
Virus causing tragedy in West Africa should not be taken lightly in US

T

h i s
Halloween season
brought
the
usual
Frankenstein monkristen
sters
and
bryfogle
D
r
a
c
u
l
as,
opinion
but
another
editor
monster
was thrown into the mix this
year: the Ebola virus. Its four
strains have affected humans
since 1976 and the current
outbreak, largely affecting
West African nations, has
been wreaking havoc since
late 2013.
American consciousness
largely marginalized the Ebola outbreak in Africa until
cases surfaced in the United
States, causing the media to
explode with hourly updates of
the state of Ebola patients and
predictions for where Ebola
would strike next.
Even though news sources

have bombarded Americans
with media surrounding Ebola, almost as many reports
have condemned the media’s
overreporting of Ebola, assessing the true danger of Ebola to
the average American.
With this rapid emergence
of Ebola in both global health
and national media, the disease and its media representation have become part of the
current American consciousness and thus have been incorporated into our culture,
including our humor.
Several people have shared
satirical articles about Ebola
on social media platforms such
as The Onion’s recent post,
“NYC Officials Assure Public
Most Puddles of Bodily Fluid
on Streets Not Contaminated
with Ebola.”
Many partygoers were able
to reuse their Breaking Bad
costumes for Halloween this
year, donning hazmat suits as
self-professed Ebola Care Unit
Workers.

Similar to past health concerns like bird flu and swine
flu, Ebola has become a joke
for many American citizens.
According to CNN, only four
cases of Ebola have occurred
from the beginning to the end
in America and only one has
been fatal. Compare these
infection and death tolls to
countries like Liberia, which
has experienced 6,535 cases
and 2,413 deaths, and Sierra
Leone, which has seen 5,338
cases and 1,510 deaths.
Those Halloween costumes
and punchlines now don’t seem
as funny.
Globally, the death toll of
this outbreak nears 5,000 individuals and over 99.7 percent
of the fatalities are from the
countries Guinea, Sierra Leone
and Liberia. In a nation that
has enough advanced medical supplies and treatments
to cure most early-detected
cases of Ebola, the outbreak
may seem laughable. For
these West African countries

and their neighbors, however,
Ebola is no joke.
The American mistreatment
of Ebola does not end with immature and misinformed jokes
about the severity of the disease made by individuals who
are oblivious to the tragedy
that the disease has caused
in families throughout West
Africa. In terms of percentage,
Americans represent less than
thirty-thousandths of a percent of Ebola cases, yet American media sources almost exclusively draw attention to the
threat of Ebola in America, a
country which is medically
advanced enough to properly
treat Ebola when it rises.
Media sources continue to
talk about the “threat” that
Ebola poses without offering
any real solutions to how Ebola
can be tackled at the source.
If Ebola really were a valid
threat for Americans, wouldn’t
news sources advocate for increased medical presence in
West Africa so that the out-

break could be contained?
Clearly, American media
does not care about actually
containing Ebola and treating
those in West Africa who have
the disease or could contract
it. Instead, they want to create a panic so that they can
sell headlines about the latest
Ebola updates and how to prevent the spread of Ebola.
While the hysteria of Ebola
in the media may appear ridiculous and even laughable to
us, Ebola is a disease that has
affected several thousands of
people in the past year alone.
Yet, with little mass American effort to help those in West
Africa who are suffering from
the Ebola outbreak, our lack
of organized national aid and
civil concern for the health of
others seems far more ludicrous and contemptible.

Kristen Bryfogle, an English/Classics major,
is in her first year as the Opinion Editor for
The Montclarion.

Living on the Wire
What we can learn from Nik Wallenda’s daring tightrope stunt in Chicago

O

n
a
moderately
cool Sunday
evening
in
Chicago, the
world-famous
Nik
nicholas acrobat
Wallenda
da silva
two
columnist made
trips via tightrope across a few major buildings in the city.
His first tightrope trip had
him walking from the Marina
City west tower to the top of
the Leo Burnett Building at
almost 700 feet above the Chicago River. Afterwards, Wallenda proceeded to put on a
blindfold and performed his
second tightrope walk between
the two Marina City towers
588 feet above the sidewalk.
This isn’t the first time
Wallenda has pulled off such
a daring act, as he has pulled
off tightrope walks across the
Grand Canyon and Niagara
Falls as well. But what could

motivate someone to want to
constantly put their life on
“the line” the way that Wallenda does?
Wallenda’s daredevil attitude more than likely comes
from being a seventh-generation member of the Flying
Wallendas family. The Flying
Wallendas family has been
performing
death-defying
stunts since the early 1920s,
with triumph and heartbreak
being paved through their long
and famous road.
Over the decades, family
members like Richard Faughnan, Dieter Schepp, Richard
Guzman and Karl Wallenda
have all died due to accidents
that occurred while performing
different stunts. The sorrows
that came with their deaths
equal the jubilance that came
with every achievement the
Flying Wallendas family has
earned.
Whether it’s crossing monuments like the Tallulah Gorge
and the Grand Canyon or

performing awe-inspiring acrobatics, the family has consistently set world records for
their death defying feats.
In particular, Nik Wallenda now holds nine Guinness
World Records as of Nov. 2 for
his numerous high wire and
acrobatic acts.
His family has managed
to pull off so many amazing
feats that they have earned
the love and adulation of millions of people, not just in the
United States, but all around
the world as well. When Wallenda was performing his high
wire act in Chicago, thousands
of fans were cheering him on
from the streets below.
“I love Chicago and Chicago definitely loves me,” Wallenda said as he heard the
cheers and praises of his many
fans before he began his latest
challenge.
If you think that Nik is planning on taking a long break
after this stunning achievement, think again. Wallenda is

currently planning to recreate
his great-grandfather Karl’s
famous 1,200-foot-long highwire walk at the Tallulah Falls
Gorge in Georgia.
I guess when you live on
a high wire, all you can do is
look for the next step in life to
move forward to.
I could never think about
doing any of the stunts that
the Flying Wallendas do on a
daily basis. It takes someone
with extreme guts and courage
to do the kind of things that
this family does. Yet, I can’t
help but think that all of the
valiance in the world couldn’t
get someone across that high
wire if there wasn’t a pure love
of the profession pushing them

forward.
For this family, they have
spent nearly 100 years traveling around the world doing all kinds of death-defying
acts that would make even the
bravest men tremble. To go
through as much as they have
and to still want to perform
these stunts proves the significance of having passion for
anything you’re doing in your
life. Through endless devotion
and commitment to your craft,
you can achieve anything you
set your mind to.

Nicholas Da Silva, an Undeclared student,
is in his first year as a columnist for The
Montclarion.

Inequality in Television and Film
Continued from page 1
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hile
this
lack
of
diversity
may
not be fair,
it
doesn’t
seem to be
a
talkedabout issue
in
main-

stream America.
In a recent survey I took,
65 percent of the people who
responded believed that there
is not equal representation of
gender and race on television.
With such a large number
of people taking notice of the
issue, why aren’t there more
people demanding change?
Well, there are several things
you have to take into consideration. The politics of it all
is the most glaring obstacle,
since the people that put out
these productions are mostly
white males.
From my experience, when
I create something, it is easier
to draw from my own experience and put forth something
that resembles what I know
from my perspective. Most
producers and executives like-

ly find it difficult to create content for a young black or Asian
teen growing up in America
because they have no experience of what that life is like.
I’m sure the people in charge
are conscious that they do
have people other than white
males and females watching,
so one would think they would
at least attempt to incorporate
varied content.
Even in the film industry, it
seems executives are neglecting race and almost ignoring it
to the point where some may
take it as offensive. In television series such as Avatar:
The Last Airbender and Dragon Ball, the characters are of
Asian descent in their cartoon
versions. For the film adaptations, the directors decided to
go with white characters to
play the lead roles.
While there was outrage
over this blatant whitewashing, it was largely swept under
the rug. In my survey I asked if
people would feel comfortable
if America’s arguably mostrecognized super hero, Superman, was black. Shockingly,
it was almost a unanimous
“yes,” as only two people said

they wouldn’t feel comfortable
and find it strange.
To me, this shows that
society is ready and willing to
accept change, but it seems
that the people in charge are
the ones who are holding back
and reluctant to change what
the nation sees.
Race isn’t the only inequality we are seeing on our
screens. While there is a growing presence of women on television, the roles these women
play tend to be stereotypical
or very submissive. I asked
people what kind of person
would be rescued from a burning building and the kind of
person that would save them.
I found that people would often identify the person being
saved as female.
It is also interesting to
point out that the people who
identified the person being rescued as female said that they
didn’t believe that what they
saw on television impacted
how they viewed gender roles
in real life. I asked both males
and females that question and
it was interesting to see that
both sides shared a similar
answer. This would indicate

that the more submissive roles
we see women play has an effect on how we perceive gender roles in society contrary
to what we believe. I don’t
watch that much television,
but when I consider the question, I too would assume the
person being rescued would be
a female.
Whether we admit it or
not, what we see in these television shows leaves a lasting
impression in our minds. The
portrayal of women as submissive or weak damages how
males see women and their
confidence. It is a detriment
to our society, especially since
millions of Americans watch
television every day.
While there is improvement in women and their roles
on television, there are still
few women who hold positions
of power or success, most notably on networks that young
children and teens watch. We
are definitely headed in the
right direction, but we still
have a long way to go.
Inequality in television
and film is a serious issue in
our society that seems to be
largely ignored. Those who
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try to point out these inequalities are screaming upon deaf
ears as higher-ups continue
to pump out the same content
lacking diversity in most television shows. While women
seem to be making progress
toward more equal and fair
representation in television
and film, equality for races
outside of white/European still
is lacking a huge presence in
American society.
I hope one day a network
such as BET will use its network to help pave the way for
not only African Americans
but other races such as Asians,
people of Middle Eastern descent and other races as well.
Next time you find yourself watching something on
television, ask yourself, “Is it
affecting us as a nation negatively and hindering our progress towards social and racial
equality?” If the answer is yes,
then the first step in making a
change is either simply changing the channel or not watching at all.

James Lanham, a Broadcasting major, is
in his first year as a columnist for The
Montclarion.

Main editorials appear on the first page of the Opinion section. They are unsigned articles that represent the opinion of the editorial board on a particular issue.
Columns are written by individuals and do not necessarily reflect the opinions of The Montclarion staff.
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The Kasser Theater Turns 10
Awije Bahrami
Entertainment Editor
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Let Me Tell You About ‘Homestuck’
The interactive webcomic Homestuck has made
a legacy of itself. Loved, hated and somewhat feared for
the last five and a half years,
the behemoth of a series has
gained a tremendous following and an even larger response, especially now that
the end is near. After exactly
one year on hiatus, the series
has finally returned for its
concluding updates to lead
to its ultimate finale. But
what exactly about this series is so special? What justifies such the overwhelming
response? What’s with all
the grey people? As the old
Internet adage goes, “Let me
tell you about Homestuck.”
On April 13, 2009,
creator Andrew Hussie released the first page of his
new webcomic project. The
comic was Hussie’s fourth
project released under his
website, MS Paint Adventures. The idea behind
Hussie’s comics is that the
audience
generates
the
storyline: much akin to
text-based video games,
suggestions from the fans
determine what action the
character would take next.
However,
once
Homestuck proved to be too
big a project to be solely determined by the audience,
the suggestion device was
diluted down to smaller
forms of fan-participation.
For one example, the audience picks the names of new
characters.
At its core, Homestuck is the story of four
13-year-olds that, by playing a newly released video
game, unknowingly bring
about the end of the world.
However, with nearly 7,000
pages and over 12,000 panels, Homestuck is so much
more than just a regular webcomic with a simple story.

Claire Fishman
Photo Editor

Theresa Reynolds
Contributing Writer

Photo Courtesy of mspaintadventures.com

Many different factors help contribute to why
the comic is so unique. For
one, the sheer magnitude of
the plot is what helps it stand
out. The reader is submerged
in this massive universe filled
with alien species (such as the
iconic, grey-skinned trolls),
time travel and offshoot realities. Of the countless amount
of characters featured, all are
characterized in their own,
memorable way. However,
even in the early parts of the
plot, when the complexity is
still yet to be established, the
story is still fresh, engaging
and downright hilarious.
The format of the
comic is also one of its defining characteristics. Along with
the typical arrangement of
still panels and text, Hussie
implements GIFs, Flash animation with music and even

the occasional interactive
Flash “game.” However, in
keeping with the collaborative
style featured in the previous
MS Paint Adventures projects,
Hussie offers these spaces to
showcase the talent of others –
contributing artists create the
music and sometimes even the
artwork itself.
Homestuck has the
ability to make one cry of
laughter and then make one
actually cry only a few pages
later. The story touches on
real-life subjects that teenagers face – romance, heartache,
even the death of family and
friends. The coming-of-age
portion of the storyline is poignant.
By the time the reader
has caught up to the latest installments, they’ve seen the
characters grow and develop,
much like real people would

over the series’ timeline of
three years. Perhaps this idea
of kids who barely have it all
figured out stepping up to be
heroes is exactly what the
younger percentage of its fans
needs to see.
As with anything
popular enough, the reaction to Homestuck is not always favorable. However, the
typical negative response to
the comic stems not from the
subject matter but from fans.
Readers of the comic are often
viewed as being immature or
annoying, resulting from generalizations made against the
younger fans congregating on
Tumblr.
Some fans have been
known to be reckless at conventions and destroy hotel
property while cosplaying in
the name of Homestuck. Yet,
it goes without saying that

the actions of few shouldn’t
dictate the mindset of every
fan. It’s especially not fair
to judge the quality of someone’s art based on how its
fans behave, especially since
this is Hussie’s probable
magnum opus.
With the series coming to an end soon, what’s
next for Homestuck? How
does it live on once the story
is over? For one, there’s the
comic’s sister site, Paradox
Space. Launched on the fiveyear anniversary of the series’ inception, the new site
features fan-made comics
that expand on the universe
Hussie created. Fans can
also soon expect the Homestuck Adventure Game, a
spinoff series that, similarly
to Paradox Space, expands
on the universe. To further
understand how large a following Homestuck has garnered, consider this: Hussie
launched
a
Kickstarter
campaign for the adventure
game with the goal set for
$700,000. The goal was met
in less than two days; by
the end of the month-long
campaign, fans pledged over
$2,000,000. Needless to say,
the world of Homestuck will
continue to thrive with plenty of new material generated
by both the creator and its
fans.
While Hussie has not
yet given an exact timeframe
for when the comic will be
finished, he has made it
clear that the upcoming updates will be among the last.
However, regardless of how
it ends, the webcomic has
made its mark on the world.
Though the highly anticipated grand finale draws increasingly near, it’s evident
that for the fate of the series,
the end of Homestuck will
not simply be “game over.”
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Coming
Soon...

Start Off the
New Year
With Some Old
‘Friends’
Christy Marabello
Contributing Writer
There
are
many
guilty pleasures in life that
can instantly paste a smile
on your face; for example,
ice cream, sticking your finger in the icing of someone’s
birthday cake while getting
yelled at by your mother, going through an entire season
on Netflix in one week and, of
course, the funniest sitcom to
ever hit television: Friends.
Over 50 million viewers watched the sitcom’s finale in 2004 and the same 50
million people will be binge
watching the gut-wrenching
show 10 seasons long on Netflix starting in 2015. Yes,
the six best friends will be
back in action starting Jan.
1, 2015 as if they were never
“on a break.”
All 10 seasons of
Friends now being available
to Netflix viewers is a major deal given the popularity
of the NBC sitcom throughout the decade. Recently, if
you are up late, you can be
lucky enough to catch a few
episodes of the hilarious TV
show on TBS, Nick at Nite or
even ABC Family.
Netflix uses a strategy to create “binge viewers” given their wide variety
of cliff-hanging series such
as their originals House of
Cards and Orange is the New
Black as well as Gossip Girl
and One Tree Hill. These
shows all present plots that
have the viewer dying to click
“Next Episode,” resulting in
finishing an entire season of a
series in one night. Nevertheless, given the popularity and
excitement around Friends
now being available on Netflix, it is expected that “binge
watching” will be in full effect
for this hilarious, comforting
and relatable series.
Netflix is probably
hoping profit off the show’s
polularity with college students. Friends is constantly
mentioned on Twitter, Facebook and even Instagram,
bringing back hysterical moments and famous quotes
from the show.
What better way to
ring in the New Year than to
cuddle up on your couch on a
cold winter day, drinking hot
cocoa with your six favorite
friends: Joey, Rachel, Chandler, Monica, Ross and Phoebe.
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Start binge watching
and cracking up
at all 236 episodes of
Friends
on Jan. 1, 2015
on Netflix.

A
‘ rrow’ is Hitting All of Its Bullseyes

TV
Review

Thomas Formoso
Sports Editor
Arrow may have not
raked in the ratings that other
comic book shows such as The
Walking Dead and Agents of
S.H.I.E.L.D. bring in, but it
is solidifying itself as a strong
show and has already launched
another show in the same universe. Arrow ended Season
Two in a much more closeended way than Season One.
Oliver defeated Slade Wilson
without killing and sticking to
the vow he made to start the
season after the death of his
best friend, Tommy Merlyn.
As many other reviewers
noted in their reviews of the
Season Two finale, the first
two seasons felt like it was
a two-year journey of Oliver
Queen becoming a hero. Even
as he faltered on a couple occasions to live up to the vow,
you still had the sense that he
was growing by keeping his
promise.
The first episode of Season Three was appropriately
named “The Calm,” as it set
the tone for the episode. The
premiere was obviously going
to be light in nature and they
immediately addressed one
of the burning questions that
fans had on their mind: Will
Oliver and Felicity ever get together?
This time, Oliver asked
Felicity out and their dinner
went about as good as one
would expect. Oliver opened up
and tried to be Oliver Queen,
but unfortunately for him, he
slipped up and one of the villains tracked them through
his suit that he stashed in a
ventilation unit.
The second iteration of
The Count, Werner Zytle, effectively ruined the date with
a rocket launcher. Luckily for
them, they walked away with
minor injuries. This raised
some problems for Oliver. He
realized he can’t be Oliver
Queen and The Arrow without

eventually slipping up and letting more people that he cares
about die. While The Arrow
and new full-time sidekick Roy
Harper (whom we assume is
Arsenal) attempt to take down
The Count, eventually, Black
Canary pops up and helps
them out. Sara, who is Black
Canary, mentions to her sister
Laurel that she is in town for
the League of Assassins but
cannot explain why.
Just after Laurel departs,

sode was a heavy one as Oliver, Felicity, Roy, John Diggle
and, most importantly, Laurel
dealt with this shocking development. They tried to pursue
that week’s red herring suspect in Komodo, but it turned
out serving as more development for Laurel to become the
Black Canary that she truly is
in the comics.
The third episode, “Corto
Maltese,” dealt with bringing
Oliver’s sister, Thea, home to
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Sara is ready to leave but is
ambushed by an assassin. After some questions with the
offender, who wears a voice
scrambler, Sara receives three
arrows in the chest in front of
Laurel and falls to her death.
In an episode that seemed
to be focused on getting into
the groove of the next 23-episode season, the ending left
me throwing my hands up in
shock.
The second episode, appropriately titled “Sara,” focused on the aftermath that
Tommy’s death never brought
due to Tommy dying in the
last minutes of Season One.
From start to finish, the epi-

Starling now that the disaster
that Slade Wilson brought to
Starling was over. At the end
of Season Two, Thea was a
broken woman after virtually
everyone was lying to her. Her
biological father, mass-murderer and Season One villain
Malcolm Merlyn, attempted to
take her in.
Once she found out Roy was
lying as well and helping The
Arrow, she turned to Malcolm
to make her stronger. Malcolm
takes her to Corto Maltese
and trains her to be stronger,
both mentally and physically.
Thea is now the one keeping
secrets from her brother as
Oliver tries to pry out of her

who she may have been seeing. After talks from Roy and
Oliver, coupled with an extremely weak A.R.G.U.S. tiein mission to keep Diggle and
Oliver busy in Corto Maltese,
Thea decided to leave and return to Starling. Most knew
he would be right behind. The
episode ended with Nyssa al
Ghul storming into the “Arrow Cave” (as fans have now
dubbed it) wondering where
Sara is.
To round out the first
four episodes, “The Magician”
pushed Season Three’s gears
even faster as things boiled
over between Malcolm, Nyssa
and Oliver. Nyssa revealed
that Sara was in town to
confirm that Malcolm indeed
faked his death from the Season One finale and was convinced that Malcolm killed
her. Oliver and Malcolm had
their long-overdue face-toface chat and Malcolm did his
best to convince Oliver that
he did not kill Sara. After the
three of them duke it out later, Oliver passes on putting
an arrow in Tommy and goes
as far to put Malcolm under
his protection as long as he is
in Starling. It was an impressive sight to see Oliver stand
up to the daughter of one of
the most powerful people
in the DC Universe and the
League of Assassins.
This season has been
teasing the League of Assassins, which includes Ra’s al
Ghul, his daughter Nyssa and
Malcolm Merlyn as the big
villains. Time will tell if they
will follow through on those
teasers as the series barrels
towards the midseason finale
before Christmas.

Watch Arrow on Wednesdays at 8 p.m. on CW

‘Aladdin’ Sparkles on Broadway
Rosemarie Salvadore
Contributing Writer
It is a feast for the eyes
that begins when you walk
into the New Amsterdam Theater to see Aladdin on Broadway. The merchandise counters have been transformed
into the Agrabah marketplace.
I purchased a beautiful t-shirt
that has the word “Aladdin”
written on it – in sparkles.
This is very fitting because
Aladdin does sparkle – more
than any show I’ve seen. The
costumes, the scenery, the
dancers, the special effects –
just about everything you can
imagine dazzles the viewer.
Courtney Reed, who
plays Princess Jasmine, is
perfect. She is arguably the
member of the cast who most
resembles her animated counterpart. She is not just beautiful, as she plays the defiant
princess with great skill and is
enchanting to little girls of any
age. In place of Rajah, her pet
tiger, Broadway’s Jasmine has
a group of three maids that
she commiserates with.
Adam Jacobs, who has
the title role, is also very good.
The only drawback here is aesthetics: his hair is very curly
and cut close to the head, not
what one is expecting since the
movie character has a much
longer mop of hair.
Jonathan
Freeman,
who was the voice of Jafar in
the movie, takes on the role
himself here in the theater. Of
course, his voice is perfect for
the role. However, it is rare to
have the movie actor also play
the same role in the Broadway
version, so it was a treat to get
to see him.
The changes made
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to this story were abundant.
Aladdin and Jasmine meet
prior to him coming to her
aid in the marketplace. While
making their way through the
crowd, we see them cross paths
and hold each other’s gaze for
a long, romantic moment. All
the hustle and bustle on stage
is suddenly reduced to slow
motion to accentuate that they
are feeling something in this
brief, wordless encounter.
Not all changes were
positive, though, especially
the ones made to Aladdin’s
character. While the movie
leads us to believe that he is
a homeless orphan through
no fault of his own, an added
song in the stage version tells
a different story. Evidently,
the song “Proud of Your Boy”
was originally included in the
movie but then taken out. In

this song, we learn that Aladdin does have a mother and he
longs to make her proud because he knows that he is not
living up to his potential. This
seems to cast the character of
Aladdin in a somewhat less
favorable light. For example,
the lyric “Have to eat to live,
have to steal to eat; otherwise
we’d get along” from the earlier song “One Jump Ahead”
makes Aladdin seem like a
very sympathetic character.
Now, we are left to wonder why
he is stealing to eat if he has a
mother somewhere who might
cook for him. Is he choosing
to live the life of a street rat –
and if so, why?
There is another missing animal companion in the
musical as well: Abu, his pet
monkey. Instead, Aladdin has
three trusted friends and partners-in-crime that he hangs
out with. While this is good
for some comedy and musical
numbers, the presence of Abu
is missed. In fact, they make
several references to “a monkey” throughout the show that
only serve to remind the character’s absence. They would
have been better off with no
monkey references at all.
While Rajah’s absence
does not impact the plot, Abu’s
absence does affect the storyline. In the movie, it is Abu
that gets so mesmerized by
the jewel in the Cave of Wonders that he touches it – causing Aladdin to get trapped inside. In the musical, Aladdin,
who enters the cave alone,
must take that role on himself.
This makes Aladdin seem very
dumb. He is, after all, a street

Broadway
Review
rat and should have better
instincts.
However, these criticisms are probably only noticed by true Disney fans.
Overall, the show is very enjoyable. One major highlight
is James Monroe Iglehart,
who plays the Genie. For this
role, he won the Tony for Best
Featured Actor and it was
a pleasure to get to see him
perform. He is a riot from the
very beginning of the show.
Though he is not blue, he
does invoke the Genie of the
movie by wearing a beautiful,
deep blue costume.
His “Friend Like
Me” number really brings
the house down. During this
number, Iglehart breaks into
singing other Disney hits
from Beauty and the Beast,
The Little Mermaid and others. This moment received
thunderous applause from
the audience and is pure genie-us as only Disney can deliver. Iglehart’s Tony award
is truly well deserved.
Finally, Aladdin and
Jasmine’s magic carpet ride
in “A Whole New World” is
as completely magical as it
should be. Though you can
tell that the carpet is being
suspended by cables, in this
case, Broadway works its
magic and transports us to a
whole new world where one
can take a ride though the
star-spangled night sky on a
piece of cloth, fall in love and
live happily ever after.
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Red Bulls
Win First Leg

Shakeema Edwards | The Montclarion

Shakeema Edwards
Staff Writer

The New York Red Bulls
began their playoff run with
back-to-back wins at the Red
Bull Arena.
On Oct. 30, the Red Bulls
knocked reigning MLS champions Sporting Kansas City
out of the competition with a
2-1 win.
After a scoreless first
half, Sporting KC’s Dom Dwyer left-footed the ball past
Red Bulls keeper Luis Robles
in the 53rd minute.
Bradley Wright-Phillips,
who scored 27 goals in the
regular season, five more than
Dwyer, scored an equalizer 14
minutes later. Wright-Phillips
scored again in the 90th minute, allowing the Red Bulls to
advance to the Eastern Conference Semifinals.
Three days later, the Red
Bulls defeated top-seeded
long-time rivals, D.C. United
2-0. It was Wright-Phillips
who opened the scoring five
minutes before the end of the
first half, slotting the ball past
United’s keeper Bill Hamid
into the bottom left corner of
the goal.
In the 73rd minute, Péguy
Luyindula doubled the Red
Bulls’ lead when he right-footed the ball into the goal from
12 yards out.
The Red Bulls will play the

second leg of the semifinals at
D.C.’s RFK Stadium on Nov.
8.
This is the second time
since 1996, the first season of
MLS, that the Red Bulls have
defeated D.C. United in the
first leg of the semifinals.
Since 1996, the Red Bulls
and D.C. United have met five
times in the playoffs, with
United advancing to the Conference Finals in their previous four meetings.
The rivalry between United
and the Red Bulls has been
brewing since the beginning of
the league. The two clubs meet
three times during the regular
season and the winner, decided by aggregate goals, receives
the Atlantic Cup. D.C. United
has won the Cup 13 times in
the past 19 seasons.
In the 2014 regular season,
the Red Bulls visited RFK Stadium twice and failed to score
on either visit. Likewise, D.C.
failed to score in their single
regular-season outing to the
Red Bull Arena.
The Red Bulls could make
history on Nov. 8 by eliminating D.C. United or they can be
eliminated by their rivals for
a fifth time, thereby failing to
advance past the conference
semifinals for a fifth season in
a row.

Men’s Soccer

Cont. from page 20
this will finally be the year the
Red Hawks come out on top. If
you ask the players, the burn
of their previously missed
chances still fuels their fire
as they prepare the game this
Friday.
“We were all hurt by
last year’s loss in the semi’s,”
said Terci. “That’s been one of
the main goals this season. We
wanted to focus on getting back
to the NJAC Tournament.”
The game will take

place at MSU Soccer Park under the lights at 7 p.m. on Nov
7. The Red Hawks will come
full speed ahead, as they will
once again take on RutgersCamden. The seniors will look
to avenge the loss Camden
handed them in their last appearance in the championship
game.
“They better be ready,”
said Terci, “because we are.”

Sports
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Field Hockey

Cont. From page 20
Butrico assisted on the next
goal 10 minutes into the second half when Struss tallied a
score to put the Red Hawks up
2-0.
Butrico recorded the next
two goals five minutes apart
from each other to give her a
hat trick and to stretch Montclair State’s advantage to 4-0.
Freshman forward Caitlin
Caliguire notched the final
goal for MSU. This was head
coach Beth Gottung’s 200th
career victory.
The Red Hawks finished
their regular season schedule
on Saturday, Nov. 1 at Gwynedd Mercy University. Danielle Butrico opened the scoring six minutes in off of a pass
from Moglino to give Montclair
State a 1-0 lead. The game was
tied at one at the half.
Moglino assisted another
Butrico goal eight minutes
into the second period to give
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During the past three weeks, the Field Hockey Team
went 4-1 overall.
MSU a 2-1 edge. Erler found
Moglino, who added the score
from a penalty corner to swell
the lead to 3-1. Four minutes
later, Butrico completed her
second straight hat trick when
she found the back of the net
to give the Red Hawks a final
score of 4-1.
Butrico and Struss were
picked as the NJAC Offensive
Player of the Week and the

NJAC Offensive Rookie of the
Week, respectively. Butrico
had six goals and an assist,
which ended up giving her 13
points for the week. Struss
had her team-leading 17th
goal against Ramapo on Tuesday. Both Butrico and Struss
are ranked fourth in the NJAC
with four game-winning goals
each.

Percy Harvin’s
Mid-season Move
		

Photo courtesy of Wikipedia.org

The Seattle Sehwaks have traded reciever Percy Harvin to
the NY Jets.
Bryan Quintero
Contributing Writer

Percy Harvin has 14 catches, 179 yards, been targeted
22 times and has given a lift
in production as a part of the
special teams unit, providing
a silver lining to the 1-8 Jets
in the past two weeks. When
asked on ESPN Radio’s The
Michael Kay Show, Harvin
told broadcasters that the Jets
aren’t as bad as their record.
The Seattle Seahawks traded Percy Harvin for a 2015
sixth-round pick two weeks
ago.
“Harvin was not the easiest
to get along with in the locker
room,” according to a report by

NFL insider Ian Rappaport.
The Seahawks had been
looking to trade Harvin for
several weeks after he had
just come back from injury
this season.
Harvin is playing the #2
role in the receiving core behind Eric Decker, another new
piece to the Jets.
With teams focusing
on Decker, Harvin has been
able to perform the trick plays
that coach Rex Ryan normally drew up three years back
when Mark Sanchez was still
the quarterback.
Harvin also told Kay that
“the only thing keeping us from
being the best team we can be

are very minor details.”
The Jets are now facing
their worst start to a season
since 2007 where the team
went 4-12, when they had a
different head coach in Eric
Mangini, a different general
manager in Mike Tannebaum
and a were under the ownership of New Brunswick resident Woody Johnson. When
asked if Harvin desired the
Seahawks to lose against the
Oakland Raiders this past
Sunday, Harvin state that he
was “happy for [Bobby] Wagner coming off that injury and
making a play[…] I don’t have
hate in me, I just truly feel
blessed.”
Later in the interview,
Harvin told the hosts that
the locker room is still a “fun”
place to be in and that the
players are not worried about
their record.
Harvin gave insight into
how coach Ryan rallies the
players by holding them accountable for any mistakes.
Harvin is still expected
to receive his $11 million this
year. However, the clause in
his contract states that he
will receive his $41.1 million
through four years, only if after nine games, current Jets
general manager John Idzik
deems Harvin worthy of staying on the team.

NFL Week 10 Predictions
The 2014 NFL Playoffs are on the horizon
as teams are starting
to fall out of the race.
The Giants blew a
glorious opportunity
to gain ground in the
NFC East with their
disappointing loss to
the Colts.
The Jets were mathematically eliminated
from the playoffs as
their season has officially become the disaster everyone feared
it would.

Browns v. Bengals
Chiefs v. Bills
Dolphins v. Lions
Cowboys v. Jaguars
49ers v. Saints
Titans v. Ravens
Steelers v. Jets
Falcons vs. Bucs

Tom - Browns
Jenna - Bengals
Tom - Bills
Jenna - Chiefs
Tom - Dolphins
Jenna - Dolphins
Tom - Cowboys
Jenna - Cowboys
Tom - Saints
Jenna - Saints
Tom - Ravens
Jenna - Ravens

Broncos v. Raiders

Tom - Broncos
Jenna - Broncos

Rams v. Cardinals

Tom - Cardinals
Jenna - Cardinals

Giants v. Seahawks

Tom - Seahawks
Jenna - Seahawks

Bears v. Packers

Panthers v. Eagles

Tom - Packers
Jenna - Packers

Tom - Eagles
Jenna - Eagles

Tom - Steelers
Jenna - Steelers
Tom - Falcons
Jenna - Falcons

Thomas Formoso
Sports Editor
60-27-1

Jenna Bussiere
Asst. Sports Editor
63-24-1
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Red Hawk Round Up
Women’s
Soccer

Volleyball
The women’s volleyball squad suffered
from three losses over
the last week when they
competed against Nazareth College, Stevens Institute of Technology and
Ramapo.
On Nov. 1, they
were defeated by Nazareth 1-3 with score sets
of 25-21, 21-25 and 1325. In the same day, they
also fell to Stevens 0-3
with scores of 19-25, 1725 and 11-25.
On Nov. 4, the
team traveled to nearby
Ramapo and suffered another defeat in a five-set
loss. They ended the day
2-3 with scores of 21-25,
25-21, 13-25.
Last Tuesday’s matchups marked the end of
season for the women’s
volleyball team. 		
Although this marked
the end of the road, freshman Madison Maute
tabbed 17 kills in the set,
her season best.

Jenna Bussiere
Assistant Sports Editor

On Oct. 29, the women’s soccer team ended
their regular season by
hosting an NJAC game
against Rutgers-Newark
while holding their senior night.
The 10 seniors on the
squad ended their last
season with a 4-0 victory
over Newark and captured their 17th straight
win. Senior Kalia Fasano
knocked in the first goal
at the 22-minute mark.
The other goal scoreres incldude Stephanie
Gomes, Tyler Madison
and Jennie Hornstra.
Over the weekend, the
Lady Red Hawks received
a first round bye in the
NJAC tournament and
headed straight to the
semifinals against Rowan. TCNJ and Richard
Stockton were the other
two schools competing for
a spot in the finals.
The results of the
Montclair
State-Rowan semifinal game will
be available on montclairstateathletics.com
on Thursday morning.

Womens
Lacrosse

themontclarion.org
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Who’s Hot This Week
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Current Stats
Interceptions - 4
Pass Breakups - 7
Solo Tackles - 32

C.J. Conway
Defensive Back - Football
Conway recorded four interceptions in
the Red Hawks’ comeback win over SUNY-Cortland including a game-sealing
interception return for a touchdown.

http://www.montclairathletics.com/common/controls/image_handler.aspx?image_path=/images/2014/9/15\/MerrillAOW14.jpg&thumb_prefix=rp_aotw

Danielle Butrico
Forward - Field Hockey
Butrico registered back-to-back hat tricks
and now stands at 13 goals for the season. Butrico ranks seventh in the NJAC in
points and eight in goals scored.

Current Stats

Shots Per Game - 4.28
Points Per Game - 1.72
Shots - 77

Photo courtesy of MSU Sports

NJAC Titles on the Line
Men’s Soccer
Nov. 7
vs.
RU-Camden
MSU Soccer Park
7 p.m.

Football
Nov. 8
vs. Morrisvile
State
Sprague Field
1 p.m.

Women’s Soccer
Nov. 8
vs. TCNJ
MSU Soccer
Park
7 p.m.

For updates on these matchups, check montclairathletics.com
for the results.

Professional Standings
MLS
2014 MLS Cup Playoffs
Quarterfinals

NFL
NFC East
1. Philadelphia 0 GB
2. Dallas 0.5 GB

D.C. United - 0

3. N.Y. Giants 3 GB

N.Y. Red Bulls - 2

4. Washington 3.5 GB

2nd Leg - @ D.C. - 11/8

NFC Wild Card

N.E. Revolution - 4
Columbus Crew - 2
2nd Leg - @ N.E. - 11/9

1. Pittsburgh - 17 pts

Upper Table

1. Bayern - 24 pts

3. N.Y. Islanders - 12 pts

2. Valencia - 23 pts

2. Wolfsburg - 20 pts

3. N.Y. Rangers - 12 pts

2. Atletico Madrid - 23 pts 2. Mönchengladbach
		
- 20 pts

3. Philadelphia - 12 pts

4. Barcelona - 22 pts

2. Seattle 0.5 GB

4. Sevilla - 22 pts

2. Green Bay 0.5 GB

7. Columbus - 8 pts

6. Celta Vigo - 19 pts

1. New England 0 GB

F.C. Dallas - 1

2. Buffalo 1.5 GB
2. Miami 1.5 GB
4. N.Y. Jets 6 GB
AFC Wild Card

Upper Table

1. Real Madrid - 24 pts

7. Carolina - 8 pts

2. San Francisco 1.5 GB

Bundesliga
(Germany)

2. N.J. Devils - 14 pts

1. Dallas 0 GB

Seattle Sounders - 1

Los Angeles Galaxy - 0

Metropolitan

La Liga
(Spain)

6. Washington - 11 pts

AFC East

2nd Leg - @ SEA - 11/10

NHL

7. Malaga - 18 pts

East Wild Card
1. Detroit - 15 pts
2. Ottawa - 14 pts

8. Villareal - 14 pts
9. Eibar - 13 pts
10. Getafe - 10 pts

4. Hoffenheim - 17 pts
5. Leverkusen - 16 pts
5. Hannover - 16 pts
7. Paderborn - 15 pts
8. Schalke - 14 pts
8. Mainz - 14 pts
10. Augsburg - 12 pts

3. Toronto - 13 pts
4. Florida - 12 pts
4. N.Y. Rangers - 12 pts
4. Philadelphia - 12 pts

Real Salt Lake - 0

1. Pittsburgh 0 GB

7. Washington - 11 pts

2nd Leg - @ L.A. - 11/9

2. Kansas City 0.5 GB

8. Carolina - 8 pts

2. Cleveland 0.5 GB

9. Columbus - 8 pts

2. Buffalo 0.5 GB

10. Buffalo - 7 pts

Next Round

Next Round

Round 11 - 11/7 - 11/9

Round 12 - 11/7 - 11/9

The Montclarion Sports
montclarionsports@gmail.com
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Men’s Soccer Reaches the NJAC Finals
The Red Hawks will face Rutgers-Camden on Friday at MSU Soccer Park

Jenna Bussiere
Assistant Sports Editor

Last season, the men’s
soccer team watched their
chance at an NJAC championship tick away on the scoreboard at their home field. As
they lost to Rutgers-Newark
4-1 in the 2013 semifinals, the
realization set in that another
year had passed without winning an NJAC title.
Currently, the Red Hawks
are the closest they have been
to winning the title since 2011.
After defeating Kean 3-0 this
past Tuesday, they advance to
their first championship game
since this year’s seniors were
freshmen.
“It’s good to see us get back
to the final,” said senior midfielder Max Wurzburger. “The
seniors have put in all the
time and effort since freshman
year and we owe it all to them
pretty much.”
The team has seen tremendous success with their six seniors, including three trips to
the NCAA Division III Tournament and a history-making Final Four appearance in 2011.
Making a name for themselves
in the NCAA tournament
seems to be a breeze, but winning the NJAC title has prov-

en to be more of a struggle.
“We haven’t been able to get
the NJAC crown,” said head
coach Todd Tumelty. “That’s
something that we really talked about this year. We were
there once, but it was away
and now we get the opportunity to get them on our home
field, so we’re excited about
it.”
The Red Hawks lost their
2011 shot at the NJAC title
in a 1-0 battle against Rutgers-Camden. Since then, the
team has been knocked out
of the tournament to Rowan
and Rutgers-Newark, respectively. Rowan slipped past the
Red Hawks with a 2-1 victory
in 2012 and Rutgers-Newark
handed them the 4-1 semifinal
loss last year on their own turf.
This year, the squad returned
to once again host the semifinals on their field, but wrote
an entirely different story for
themselves against Kean.
“We played them early in
the season,” said Wurzburger.
“It was only 1-0 and we knew,
coming into this game, we had
to play really hard to beat
them.”
Wurzburger gave the Cou-

gars a warning sign early by
scoring a goal only four minutes in the match after an
MSU corner kick.
“It was lucky,” he said. “The
goalie punched it out. I took it
off the chest and hit it off that
and it just went in.” Wurzburger explained that head
coach Tumelty stresses the
importance of finding the second ball in those types of situations, which the Red Hawks
executed several times in the
semifinal victory.
The game would remain
1-0 until the 60th minute. The
Red Hawks then nailed out
back-to-back goals only two
minutes apart, starting with
a goal from MSU midfielder
Lucas Terci, who recently received the honor of NJAC Offensive Player of the Year.
“I couldn’t do it without
my teammates,” said Terci of
his success. “They’re always
helping me out in practice and
during the season. They’re always pushing me.” Terci’s goal
in Tuesday’s match was fired
from the 20-yard and placed
into the upper right corner of
the net.
The game was then quickly

This Season’s Climax

Football will clinch NJAC crown with win
vs. Morrisville State
Thomas Formoso
Sports Editor

The Montclair State football team can complete an outstanding season at Sprague
Field in front of their home
crowd. Their comeback win
over SUNY-Cortland on Nov. 1
ensured that the team will be
one win shy of clinching the title. If Montclair State loses to
Morrisville but defeats Kean
on Nov. 15, it will become dependent on how Rowan finishes their season as well.
After losing their season
opener to Delaware Valley
College, a team that is lighting
it up in their conference, the
Red Hawks have now rattled
off seven straight wins against
Salve Regina, Lincoln University (Division II), William
Paterson, Southern Virginia,
TCNJ, Rowan and Cortland.
While the wins that they
accrued in the first half of
the season were impressive,
the win against Rowan sent a
message to the rest of the New
Jersey Athletic Conference
that the Red Hawks were the
real deal this season.
A come-from-behind win
over the team that was picked
to finish second by the NJAC
coaches during the preseason
was the icing on the cake.
Now, Montclair State is under
all of the pressure in front of
a home crowd and an NCAA
Division III Tournament game
on the line.
The Red Hawks have been
paced by running back Denzel

Football is one win away from clinching the
NJAC crown.

Nieves, quarterback Ryan Davies and a solid defense that is
among the best in the NJAC
in most categories. Additionally, credit has to be given to
backup quarterback Gabe DiMasi for the solid start he put
forward against Rowan. In
his first career start, DiMasi
was thrown into the fire in a
gargantuan clash against the
defending NJAC Champions.
Davies did start against Cortland last weekend and will
most likely start on Nov. 8 versus Morrisville State.
Montclair State is now nationally ranked in D3football.
com’s national poll, with the

Inside Sports......
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Red Hawks landing at #23.
Defensive back C.J. Conway
landed on D3football.com’s
Team of the Week for his outstanding performance against
Cortland. The Preseason AllAmerican recorded four interceptions including a gamesealing return for a touchdown
to push the score to its final of
30-20.

The Red Hawks will play in the Finals on
Friday night.

put away when junior Damian
Bziukiewicz finished off a feed
from Wurzburger. This gave
Montclair State a final 3-0
lead over Kean.
This offensive chemistry the
team possesses is one coach
Tumelty is very proud of. He
says that whenever the Red
Hawks are on the attacking
end, they are always clicking
and keeping the ball moving.
“It’s just a matter of once we
get one, we usually have two

Jenna Bussiere | The Montclarion

or three come right after,” he
said. “It’s not usually the case
where we get one and then we’re
stagnant for so long, but I’m
glad we were able to get those
last two in.”
After a long tough
road, Montclair State has
finally made it back to the
championship for the senior’s
last shot of taking it home.
The question still remains if
Men’s Soccer cont. page 17

Red Hawks
Reveal Character
Mike Panepinto
Staff Writer

During the past three
weeks, the field hockey team
went 4-1 overall to put their
record at 4-2 in the NJAC conference and 14-4 overall. MSU
is currently ranked #13, according to the latest National
Field Hockey Coaches Association Poll and is the #3 seed in
the NJAC.
On Saturday, Oct. 18, the Red
Hawks took on Richard Stockton at Sprague Field during
their homecoming game. MSU
dominated from start to finish,
wining 5-0. Sophomore forward Gianna Moglino started
the offensive onslaught with a
goal two minutes into the contest. At the 26:53 mark, senior
captain Abby Erler notched
a goal off an assist from fellow senior and captain Joelle
Butrico.
Right before the end of
the first half, junior forward
and captain Maura Johnston
recorded a goal off an assist
from Danielle Butrico. Almost
38 minutes into the game, senior midfielder Katie Lipsit
found Butrico, who turned
the pass into another score
for MSU. At the 61:59 point in
the match, freshman forward
Kaitlyn Struss tallied a goal
off a pass from midfielder Megan Roeloffs.
On Wednesday, Oct. 22nd,
the team hosted Scranton University. Although the Royals
took a 1-0 lead late in the first
period, MSU prevailed with a
3-0 victory.
Joelle Butrico scored off a
penalty stroke to tie the game
five minutes before halftime.
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Percy Harvin’s
Mid-season Move

Who’s hot?
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Red Bulls Win
First Leg

Struss scored at the 51:33
mark off of an assist from the
corner by junior midfielder
Meghan Weiss to give the Red
Hawks the lead. Johnston put
on the finishing touches with
a goal about five minutes later to end the scoring for this
one. The Red Hawks outshot
Scranton 22-4 over the course
of the match.
On Saturday, Oct. 25, Montclair State played their home
game against Rowan. With
Rowan up 1-0, Erler got a goal
off her own rebound to even
the score at 1-1.
Approximately 10 minutes
into the second half, Erler
found Butrico, who tipped in a
previous shot to give the Red
Hawks a one-goal lead. The
Profs scored with seven seconds left in the contest to send
the game to overtime. During
the extra period, Rowan found
the net to win the game 3-2.
Junior goalkeeper Rebecca Brattole had 19 saves for
Montclair State in the losing
effort. She was selected as the
NJAC Defensive Player of the
Week for MSU’s Oct. 18 game
and is third in the conference
in shutouts (2.1) and goals
against average (1.65).
On Tuesday, Oct. 28, the Red
Hawks played their final regular season conference game
at Ramapo College. Montclair
State beat the Roadrunners
easily 5-0. Butrico knocked
in the first goal 11 minutes
into the match thanks to an
assist from Moglino. Butrico
assisted on the next goal 10
minutes into the second half,
Field Hockey cont. page 17

